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GROUPE RENAULT AT AUTO SHANGHAI 2019: WORLD PREMIERE OF
RENAULT CITY KZE

The introduction of Groupe Renault’s first Asegment 100% electric vehicle
China is a top priority for future growth of Groupe Renault
By 2022, 9 passenger cars will be produced locally, mostly SUVs, of which 3
will be electric vehicles

Shanghai (China), April 16th, 2019 – Today is an important milestone for Groupe Renault in China. During a press
conference (access to broadcast) at the Shanghai Motor Show, Thierry Bolloré, CEO of Groupe Renault, presented a
clear road map and high ambitions for the Group in China by 2022: a target of 550,000 units sold per year – in line
with the Drive the Future plan. To realise this ambition, Groupe Renault is opening a new chapter of Renault’s history in
China’s EV market with the presentation of Renault City KZE: a global A segment fullyelectric urban vehicle with
a SUV design.

Groupe Renault’s business in China: read here
The Chinese automobile market and trends: read here
The history of Renault in China: read here
The EV market in China: click here

With the world premiere of Renault City KZE, Groupe Renault is entering the world’s largest and fastest growing
electric vehicle market. Six months after the concept was presented at the Paris Motor Show, the sixth 100% electric
vehicle in the Renault range is coming to life this week at the Shanghai Motor Show.

This first public presentation demonstrates the capacity of Renault and DRAC to turn an EV concept into reality with the
start of sales to be announced before the end of the year.

The first jointventure brand EV in the A segment designed in China for China, Renault City KZE will be produced
in China as part of the eGT New Energy Automotive Co., Ltd. joint venture between the RenaultNissanMitsubishi Alliance
and the local manufacturer Dongfeng.
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All about Renault City KZE’s assets in China:

Renault City KZE features smart design:

It has assertive lines and a muscular, compact form, with LED Daytime Running
Lights.
It embodies classic SUV design with 150mm ground clearance.
The 2,423mm long wheelbase and 300L boot space, which are leading in its
segment, make KZE reliable and practical for everyday life.

Renault City KZE: humancentric intelligence & competitive charging modes

Its multiple charging modes make it compatible with both 220V domestic plugs and
public infrastructures. In fast charge, it takes only 50 minutes to charge from 0% to
80%. In slow charge, it takes 4 hours to charge to 100%, totally adequate for fast
paced urban life.
Its segmentleading intelligent interactive system with 8inch multifunctional colour
LCD touch screen ensures that the passengers stay connected all the time
wherever they go. They can also access remotely control on their App. It has online
navigation and real time monitoring for EV features. Users have easy access to
features such as online entertainment, 4G WiFi and smart voice recognition.
Consistent with Renault’s humancentric philosophy, Renault City KZE packs PM2.5
sensors and air quality control system, which enables evaluation of cabin air quality
and automatic switching between interior and exterior air circulation, offering a
healthy, refreshing cabin space.

Renault City KZE: high quality standards

It is built in China to rigorous global quality standards. It adopts Renault’s advanced
electric technology.
It provides an assured journey with safety features, such as Tyre Pressure
Monitoring System (TPMS) and rear imaging.

About Groupe Renault
Groupe Renault has manufactured cars since 1898. Today it is an international multibrand group, selling close to 3.9
million vehicles in 134 countries in 2018, with 36 manufacturing sites, 12,700 points of sales and employing more than
180,000 people. To address the major technological challenges of the future, while continuing to pursue its profitable
growth strategy, Groupe Renault is focusing on international expansion. To this end, it is drawing on the synergies of its
five brands (Renault, Dacia, Renault Samsung Motors, Alpine and LADA), electric vehicles, and its unique alliance with
Nissan and Mitsubishi Motors. With a 100% Renault owned team committed to the Formula 1 World Championship since
2016, the brand is involved in motorsports, a real vector for innovation and awareness.
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